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Abstract. In Theorem 1 a set of sufficient conditions is investigated for the

summability factor of type 6n € (|JV, q\k, \N, p\k), k > 1. In the special
case when k = 1 three different sets of necessary and sufficient conditions are

established in Theorem 2 for the factor 8n . Various known and some new

results are also deduced as special cases.

1

Let {p„} be a sequence of positive real constants such that P„ — oo as

« — oo, where P„ = po H-Vpn # 0, P-X = p-X = 0. A series £an with the

sequence of partial sums {s„} is said to be summable \N, p„\k, k > 1, if [1]

CO

(1.1) Y,^IPn)k-X\Tn-Tn-X\k<^,
n=\

where T„ = P~x YlUoP^u ■
If Y,anQn is summable by the method Y whenever Y,an is summable by

the method X, then we say that the factor 6„ is of type (X, Y) and write

(1.2) 6n£(X,Y).

Such a type of factor has been investigated in detail by Bosanquet and Das

[6].
Recently, Bor [2] has proved the following theorem.

Theorem A. Let {p„} be a sequence of positive real constants such that, as « —
00 .

(1.3) (i) npn = 0(P„),        (ii)Pn = 0(np„).

If YLan is summable \C, l\k, then it is also summable \N, p„\k, k>l.

He also obtained the converse of Theorem A under condition (1.3) [3]. He
proved
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Theorem B. Let {/?„}  be such that (1.3) is satisfied.   If YLan  is summable

\N> Pn\k > then it is also summable \C, l\k .

Very recently Bor and Thorpe [4] improved the above results by replacing

|C, l\k by more general summability, viz.  |7V, qn\k   ({qn}  is defined in the

same way as {pn} , and we write Qn = qo H-\-qn) • They proved the following

theorem.

Theorem C. If ]Tja„ is summable \N, q„\k , then it is also summable \N, pn\k
(k > I) provided {pn} and {qn} are positive sequences such that

(1.4) (i) Pn/Pn = 0(qn/Qn) , (ii) qnlQn = 0(Pn/Pn) .

2

In view of (1.2) we can say that when (1.3) and (1.4) ]are satisfied, then

I £ (\C, l\k, \N, p„\k)    (Theorem A),

le(|^,F»U,|C,l|/t)     (Theorem B),

and

I e (\N, qn\k, \N, p„\k)    (Theorem C).

Suppose the sequences {/?„} and {qn} are such that (1.4)(ii) is satisfied. Now
the following question naturally arises: what would be the order conditions on

a factor, say 6n, such that

ene(\Ñ,qn\k,\Ñ,pn\k),       k>l.

In an attempt to answer this question we establish the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let the sequences {p„} and {q„} be such that p„ > 0,  q„ > 0,

P„ -* oc, Q„ —> oo, ' and

(2.1) Pn/Pn = 0[Qn/qn}-

Then in order that

(2.2) en£(\Ñ,qn\k,\Ñ,Pn\k),        k>l,

it is sufficient that

(2.3) 6n = 0[qnPn/PnQn]

and

(2.4) PnQn-lABn + (qnPn - PnQn)6n = 0[q„Pn] ,

where A6n = 6„ - 8„+x.

The question now again arises: is it possible to obtain order conditions on a
factor 0„ which are necessary and sufficient for (2.2) to hold? We will later see

that the answer to this question is not in the affirmative. However, for k = 1

we can obtain a set of conditions which are necessary and sufficient for (2.2) to

hold.
Some special cases are also of sufficient interest and worth including in the

theorem. The referee suggested we include in the theorem as part (c) the special

case in which pnQn = 0(q„Pn). The proof of this part was also supplied by the

referee. We state the following theorem in three parts.

'We note that this implies that (N, p) and (Ñ, q) are absolutely regular.
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Theorem 2. (a) Let the sequences {/?„} and {q„} be such that p„>0, qn> 0,
Pn — oo, and Qn —* oo. Then in order that

(2.5) dn£(\Ñ,qn\,\Ñ,pn\)

it is necessary and sufficient that conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied.

(b) Let the sequences {p„} and {qn} besuch that condition (2.1) is satisfied.

Then in order that (2.5) holds it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.6) en = 0(l),

(2.3) holds, and

(2.7) Adn = 0[qn/Qn-i].

(c) Let the sequences {p„} and {q„} be such that

(2.8) p„Qn = 0(q„P„).

Then in order that (2.5) holds it is necessary and sufficient that conditions (2.6)

and (2.7) are satisfied.

In order to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions we need the following

lemmas.

Lemma 1 [7]. In order that the series-to-series transformation
CO

(2.9) d„ = ]T anvav

be absolutely conservative (i.e., absolute convergence of ]fj av implies the absolute

convergence of ^2d„) it is necessary and sufficient that

CO

(2.10) £ 10^1 = 0(1).
71=0

In order that (2.9) be absolutely regular (i.e., absolute convergence of Y,av

implies J^d„ converges absolutely and that Y^o ¿n = 2^Loa") it is necessary

and sufficient that (2.10) holds and further that for all v
oo

(2.11) X>«" = 1-
n=0

Lemma 2. Let A be an absolutely regular series-to-series transformation and I

be the space of absolutely convergent series. Then in order that

(2.12) On£(l,\A\)

it is necessary and sufficient that (2.6) be satisfied.

Proof. Let A be given by (2.9). Then the A transform of Y,av6v is

CO

(2.13) Y,0""6"0»-
v=0

Thus (2.12) is equivalent to the assumption that (2.13) is absolutely conserva-
tive. By Lemma 1 a necessary and sufficient condition for this is

CO

(2.14) 10,1^^1 = 0(1).
«=o
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But we are given that A is absolutely regular. Hence (2.12) holds, and further

£>«,!>
n=0 n=0

= 1

Hence (2.14) is equivalent to (2.6), and the lemma follows.

Lemma 3. Let A and B be two absolutely regular series-to-series transforma-
tions. In order that

(2.15) 0Be(M|,|2f|)

it is necessary that (2.6) holds.

Proof. Suppose (2.6) does not hold. In view of Lemma 2 there is a series £ av
belonging to / such that £avQv does not belong to \B\. But since A is

absolutely regular, £ av belongs to \A\. Thus (2.15) is false, which proves the
lemma.

Now we prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. (a) Let tn = Q~x £"=0^ = Qn1 E"=o(ß». " Q»-ù<b> ■
Write tn - tnzi_ = b„ (write t-X =0) so that t„ = bo -\-\- b„ . Thus we can

say that the (N, q„) transform of £a„ is £è„ .

In a similar way suppose that in series form the (N, p„) transform of £ qv6v
is £ Cn ■ Now we have for n > 1

n

(3.1) 6* = WOHÖ„-i£ß„-iu„,
i/=i

where

(3.2) On = (Q„/qn)hn - (Qn-2lQn-\)b„-X ,

analogous to (3.1). Replacing av by avBv and interchanging p, P with q,

Q, we have for « > 1

(3.3) Cn = PnlPnPn-X £ P"-^6, .
!>=1

Substituting (3.2) in (3.3), we get

n

Cn = Pn/PnPn-lY,P>>-ie>>((Qv/^bv ~ (QV-ll qV-x)K-X)

(3.4)

i/=l

n-\

= P„/PnPn-l^2b^q^P"-^dl' - ^Ô—l^M-l)
v=\

+ (PnQn/qnPn)6nb„

n-l

= PnlPnPn-\ YjbvlQvVoQ»-^6» + (««^ ~ PvQv)%\
v=\

+ {PnQnlQnPnWnbn ■
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It follows from the definitions that (2.5) holds if and only if (3.4) is absolutely
conservative. Necessary and sufficient conditions for this are given by Lemma

1. We note, however, that in the case considered we have anv = 0 for v > «

so that (2.10) takes the form

CO

(3.5) J]|a„,| = 0(l).
n—v

We note that (3.5) is equivalent to the assumption that

(3.6) an« = 0{l)

and
CO

(3.7) Y  M = 0(1)
n=i/+l

are both satisfied. It is convenient to split up (3.5) in this way, because a„„
takes different forms in the cases « = v , n > v .

Referring to (3.4) we see that (3.6) becomes

6„ = 0[qnPn/PnQn].

Hence (2.3) is satisfied. Also, (3.7) becomes

1 °°
-\PVQV-X£>dv + (qvPv - pvQv)Qv\   Y   Pn/PnPn-l=0(l),
q" n=v+\

which is precisely (2.4).
(b) From the proof of (a) we see that (2.3) is satisfied; that is,

en = 0[qnP„/p„Qn] = 0(1)    (in view of (2.1)).

Hence (2.6) is satisfied.
Following the proof of (a) we note that on the assumption that (2.3) holds

(2.4) is equivalent to

(3.8) PnQn-l&0n + qnPnÖn = 0(q„Pn) .

But it follows from Lemma 3 that (2.6) is necessary. We may therefore suppose
that (2.6) is satisfied, and consequently (3.8) is equivalent to

PnQn-lMn = 0(qnPn);

that is, (2.7) holds.
Thus we have proved the necessity parts of the theorem. The sufficiency parts

of the theorem follow from the proof of Theorem 1, with k = 1.

(c) It may be noted by Bosanquet's theorem [5] (cf. Corollary 2) that (2.8)

is equivalent to the assertion that |iV, ^| implies \N, p\. Thus (c) shows that

the necessary and sufficient conditions for 6n £ (\N, q\, \N, p\) when \N, q\

implies \N, p\ are the same as those when \N, q\ = \N, p\.
First we consider sufficiency, so suppose the conditions are satisfied. Taking

Pn = qn in (2.8) it follows from (b) that

en£(\N,q\,\N,p\).
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Thus if £a„ is summable \N,q\, then Y^an8n is summable \N, p\ and

hence, by Bosanquet's theorem (since (2.8) holds), summable \N,p\. Thus,

6„ £ (\N, q\, \N, p\), as required.

Necessity. Now suppose that 6n £ (\N, q\, \N,p\). Since (N, q) is abso-

lutely regular, it follows that 6„ £ (I, \N, p\), so by Lemma 2 6„ = 0(1).
Also by part (a) it follows that

(qnPn - PnQnWn = 0(q„Pn) ,

so (2.4) reduces to A0„ = 0[q„/Qn-X]; that is, (2.7) is satisfied. Hence the
result.

Remark 1. The corresponding result with index k > 1 appears to be much

harder, as there is now no known result analogous to Lemma 1 which we can
approach. Hence it is not possible to obtain necessary conditions for (2.2).

Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove the sufficiency of Theorem 1 we have

to prove that Y,an6n is summable \N, p„\k whenever £a„ is summable

\Ñ,q„\k^
The \N, p„\ means of YanOn is given by (3.4). Now using (2.4) in (3.4)

we have

Cn = 0\ P„/PnPn-l ¿ \bv\Pv \ + (ßnQnl qnPn)6nbn

= 0[pnlPnPn-\^\bv\PvW0(\bn\)       (by (2.3))

= 0(c„x)) + 0(cn2)),     say.

Now, in view of (1.1) we have

CO (    CO ^

Y,iPn/Pn)k-\Cln2)\ = O    ^ôn/^"11^ (by (2.1))
fc=i L=i J

< CO

by the assumption that Y,an is summable \Ñ,qn\k.
Also, by Holder's inequality we get

(n-\ "j k        n-\ fn-\      *  k~

<PnZlY,\bV\kPklpkf

\v=\ ) v=l \i/=l

n-1
Jk-1

i/=l
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so that
n-\

,k-\

n=\

Y{PnlPn)k-VnX)\k < £/>,,/%_, £>,,|*p*^
n=\ v=\

CO oo

= X>»W//tf-1   £  PnlPnPn-X
u=\ n=v+\

CO

= Y(p»ip»)k-x\t>Ak
1/=1

= 0

< 00,

E(&/i,)*_1N
Li/=1

(by (2.1))

which completes the proof.

5. Some important corollaries and special cases

On taking 6„ = 1 the following corollaries follow from Theorems 1 and 2(a)
respectively.

Corollary 1. Let the sequences {/?„} and {qn} be such that pn > 0, q„ > 0,

P„ -> oo, and Qn —» oo as « —» oo, and (2.1) is satisfied. Then in order that

\Ñ, qn\k implies \N, p„\k it is sufficient that Q„\qn = 0[P„/pn].

Corollary 2. Let the sequences {pn} and {<?„} be such that p„ > 0, q„ > 0,

P„ —► oo, and Qn -* oo as « -» oo. F/ze« z7ze «eceííary and sufficient condition

that \N,q„\ implies \N, p„\ isthat Qn\qn = 0[P„/pn].

Remark 2. The result of Corollary 2 was first pointed out by Bosanquet [5] in

the review of the paper by Sunouchi [9].

In Theorem 1, if we take:

(i) q„ = 1 and 6n = 1, we get Theorem A;
(ii) p„ = 1 and 8n = 1, we get Theorem B;

(iii) 6„ = 1, we get Theorem C.

Taking qn = 1 in Theorem 1 and using the argument of Theorem 2(b) we

find that in this case (2.4) reduces to A0„ = 0(1/n). Thus we get the following

theorem.

Theorem 3. If the sequence {p„} is such that

(5.1) Pn = 0(npn),

then in order that

en£(\c,i\k, \Ñ,pn\k),     k>i,

it is sufficient that

(5-2) 6n = 0[Pn/npn]

and

(5.3) A9n = 0[l/n].

It is interesting to note that Theorem A follows from Theorem 3 with 6„ = 1.
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Theorem 4. Let the sequence {pn} be such that (5.1) ¿s satisfied and

(5.4) PnApn = 0(PnPn+l) ■

Then Pn/npn£(\C,l\k,\Ñ,Pn\k).

Proof. Taking 6„ = P„/np„ in Theorem 3, we find that (5.2) is satisfied and

A(Pn/np„) = 0(1/«), in view of [8, Lemma 2]. Hence Theorem 4 follows from

Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. Let the sequences {pn} and {qn} be as defined in Theorem I, and

suppose that (2.1) is satisfied. If

(5.5) P„Ap„ = 0(pnPn+\),        Qn&qn = 0(qnq„+x)

and

(5.6) qn+xQn~\ = 0(qnQn),

then

qnPnlPnQn £ (\N, qn\k, \N,p„\k),       fc> 1.

Proof. In Theorem 1 if we take 6n = qnPn/PnQn, then (2.3) is satisfied, us-

ing the argument of Theorem 2(b). We observe that (2.4) is equivalent to

(2.7). Hence, in order to prove Theorem 5 we must show that A(q„P„/p„Qn) =

0[qn/Qn-i]. We have

HqnPn/PnQn)

= (qn+l/Qn+l)MPn/Pn) + (Pn/Pn)A(qn/Qn)

= qn+l/Qn+l[Pn{l/Pn - l/Pn+l}]

+ Pn/Pn[Aqn/Qn+i + qnA(l/Qn)]

= qn+l/Qn+l[-Pn&Pn/PnPn+\ ~ 1]

+ 0(Qn/qn)[Aq„/Q„+x + q„qn+i/QnQn+i]    (in view of (2.1))

= 0[qn+x/Qn+i]    (in view of (5.5))

= 0[qn+x/Qn) = 0[q„/Qn-X]     (in view of (5.6)).

Hence, (2.7) is satisfied, and the theorem follows.
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